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»Vivre et penser la coopération transfrontalière« stems from a series of seminars and colloquia led by 

editor and contributor of several chapters Birte Wassenberg and a group of scholars based at the 

University of Strasbourg. The authors not only come from both France and neighboring countries, but from 

diverse academic fields (history, geography, political science, etc.) as well as from politics and 

administration. Several, such as Wassenberg, have worked both as academics and in the administrative 

or political side of regional cooperation. The collection also targets a wide, international audience, offering 

brief summaries for each chapter in German and English in addition to the main French text. It is not a 

surprise that this work seeks not only to comprehend the development of transfrontier cooperation, 

primarily though not limited to the border region of France, Switzerland, and Germany, but ponders the 

obstacles to further cooperation. In general, the work aims to look mostly at official (local and regional 

administrators and politicians) cooperation as a means of understanding processes of European 

integration from below. Underpinning this collection is a set of common assumptions: transfrontier 

cooperation is by its nature good; it must be continually fostered; and it has challenged, or at least blurred, 

older definitions of the nature of national boundaries (while at times in turn being hindered by those same 

national borders).

The first part of »Vivre et penser la coopération transfrontalière« examines the historical roots of 

cooperation. Many of the contributors date the birth of strong cross-border cooperation to the period after 

World War I; it also comes as little surprise that in many regions such as Saar-Luxembourg-Lorraine, one 

of the primary driving forces for greater cooperation was economic. Along with economic motives, a desire 

to promote peace could also serve to foster deeper ties as Birte Wassenberg contends for the Regio 

Basiliensis. Pierre Tilly interestingly argues that along the Franco-Belgian border, trade unions helped 

push for greater cooperation in part to promote equal working conditions, in part to help promote social 

mobility through the recognition of professional qualifications. 

The second section takes up those different actors who have, or may, help shape emerging border 

regions. The section opens with Simon Lang’s taxonomy of different types of cross-border actors; the 

essay stresses public actors such as officials and business associations over private instances of cross-

border cooperation. Several of the ensuing chapters look at the efforts of specific groups to build closer 
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ties. Jef van Staeyan examines the importance of local interests in promoting closer engagement through 

solving common urban concerns in Lille and the neighboring Belgian municipalities. Martial Libera argues 

despite opposition from the national government, Alsatian chambers of commerce sought to renew 

important economic traffic across the Rhine in the decades after 1945. Larraitz Arrextea argues that 

cultural affairs offer one realm of potential cooperation along the French-Spanish border. In reality though, 

such work is often carried out by private organizations, institutions which are not always well equipped to 

handle the differing administrative and legal structures governing cultural affairs in Spain and France. Birte 

Wassenberg takes a different approach, imploring regional authorities to take up women’s concerns which 

she argues have been neglected in favor of economic and other issues over the last several decades. 

Dietmar Eisenhammer takes yet another tact, looking at an untapped group of cross-border actors, senior 

citizens; a retired official from the German State Chancellery in Mainz, Eisenhammer argues in favor of 

and has tried to create formal and informal settings for cross-border contact among seniors as a way of 

fostering closer bonds between Germany and France. 

The final section explores theoretical and political issues surrounding cross-border cooperation. Two 

common themes unite the contributions in this section; working across frontiers is a reality that takes many 

forms, and nation-states must make administrative and legal changes for new transfrontier cooperation to 

bloom. While issues such as language certainly pose problems to cooperation, as Bernard Rittel explains, 

border towns can often provide an important locus of cooperation. Guy Siat explores the legal disruptions 

and challenges created by newly emerging institutions of transfrontier cooperation, arguing that the 1981 

Council of Europe Convention on cross-border cooperation and the more recently created Groupement 

européen de coopération territoriale are hopeful signs of fruitful change. Michael Frey, using the Upper 

Rhine region, lays out a number of the practical difficulties with cross-border cooperation. Not only do 

national laws govern such interactions, but decisions must ultimately be ratified at higher levels. Differing 

government structures also mean that partners at the regional level are not always equal. Negotiations 

require patience and are determined by the slowest moving partner, but given the degree of compromise 

necessary to reach decisions, they are rarely reversed. Such difficulties are further explored in 

Wassenberg’s third contribution to the collection, »L’Eurorégion du Rhin supérieur: mythe ou réalité?« 

French attitudes toward the devolution of power in particular have stopped this region from being labeled 

an official »Euroregion«, although as Wassenberg notes, there is also no uniform definition of what 

constitutes a »Euroregion«. Instead, Wassenberg picks up on Christian Haefliger’s opening comments to 

the third section and suggests that cross-border governance can be conceived of as Russian dolls, 

smaller local levels nesting inside of larger regional and national entities. 

Wassenberg’s piece, like several before it, tantalizingly and all too briefly touches on questions mentioned 

in passing throughout the collection, but not directly dealt with, namely how do border populations 

understand this cooperation and to what degree are they invested in it. Here Malcolm Andersen’s 

exhortation in the epilogue to move beyond official sources and the press into oral history/testimony 
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provides at least one way forward. One hopes that the subsequent volumes implied in the title will take up 

this topic to provide a more truly bottom-up investigation. 

Such an approach would be in keeping with Wassenberg’s concluding comments which stress that 

cooperation is often pragmatic and from below. Unlike European integration, with its highly structured 

processes, she suggests that transfrontier cooperation at the local and even regional level emerges more 

from a process of ›bricolage‹ that has generated a wide variety of forms of cross-border cooperation. 

Keeping with the spirit of fostering such exchange, Wassenberg is hopeful that whatever the legal guise – 

Euroregion, Eurodistricts, etc. – such exchanges will continue to develop. 

As with any collection of this sort, there are redundancies and missed opportunities. Several of the regions 

are covered at least in part in different contributions. Several of the pieces across sections could be better 

connected. For example, many of the problems about governance raised in Part III seem to have found at 

least a partial solution in the new structures of transfrontier administration described in Jef van Staeyen’s 

contribution. Overall, though, the work offers an overview of cooperation primarily along France’s eastern 

borders, and invites comparative work from Europe’s many other border regions. 
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